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olour a garden with
only flowers and you get
seasonal change and short
satisfaction. Colour a garden
with leaves of the rainbow and you get a
kaleidoscope of happiness and celebration
year round.
Although most people may not know
these plants by their botanical name,
Plectranthus scutellarioides, most gardeners
are not too ashamed to admit they have
owned a few in the past. In fact, Coleus is
riding a wave of popularity with gardeners,
garden designers and plant collectors. It is
now hip to be Coleus crazy!
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Known as Painted Nettle in some countries,
this soft stemmed shrub or groundcover
thrives in warm climates producing soft
leaves in an assortment of colours, shapes
and sizes.
Many of the popular Coleus we grow
today date back to Victorian England, where
they were widely grown in greenhouses.
However these plants have been augmented
with recent sports, new selections and
chance hybrids. The exceptional brilliantly
coloured cultivars rival any flowering plant.
Leaves can vary from splashes of colour,
to distinctive edge markings, to uniform
mono-chrome colours. Leaf shape can »
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DOWNSIZING...
WHEN SMALL
IS BIG ENOUGH
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Moving from acreage to a small suburban
block can be both an adventure and a
worrying task. For passionate gardeners,
it’s time to assess which plants are to be
left behind, which are to be transplanted
to the new location and to recognise
opportunities at the new location for
growing new plants.
Horticulturist Paul Plant looks at small
gardens that need to be both practical
and beautiful while negotiating the
downsizing process.

01 | Create a screen to hide the rest of the garden.
02 | Large garden beds full of lush plants can counter the
harsh impact of hard concrete and timber surfaces.
03 | Deflect views sideways to create impression of space.
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W

hen space is limited, garden
owners need to look at every
square metre as valuable real
estate. Where is seating to go?
Is there space for dining and entertainment? Is
the lawn large enough for children to play? Is a
garden shed going to fit in the rear garden?
Work out your priorities. Note down what is
needed and what you want.
When planning a garden with limited space, it
is important to fit the various elements together
in a seamless and harmonious design.
Play with small spaces by using generous
large features. Large garden beds full of lush
plants can counter the harsh impact of hard
concrete and timber surfaces. If paving is used
in large expansive areas, counter it with large
garden beds.
In a small garden it is generally better to use
a limited palette of plants to provide unity and
harmony. That is, it is best to buy twenty plants
of five different species rather than five plants of
twenty different species.
Small gardens generally require more intricate
work with a priority for detail and quality. In
many regards the value of a landscape in a small
garden has a higher value per square metre than
a larger garden.

herbs + spices

subtropicalia produce

MAKRUT LIME,
KAFFIR LIME
Citrus hystrix
56
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fruit

subtropicalia produce

BANANAS
Basic Culture
• Full sun
• Sheltered, frost-free
tropical, subtropical
and warm temperate
climates (temperatures
below 10ºC cause leaf
damage and below
14ºC reduce growth)
• Well drained organically
enriched soils
• Regular fertiliser
application
• Regular watering during
dry periods
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t is estimated that 90%
of all Australian bananas
are grown in Queensland,
with the remainder
coming from northern New South
Wales, the Northern Territory
and Western Australia. Home
gardeners remain passionate
growers in all regions where
bananas produce fruit.
The young tree tends to be
frost tender, but will re-shoot in
the spring. Once it reaches above
2-3m it becomes more frost
tolerant. From first planting, it
takes approximately 12 months
for a plant to produce its first
bunch and another 8 to 10
months for subsequent bunches.
To prevent the spread of pests
and diseases that can damage
commercial crops, both home
gardeners and commercial
growers are encouraged to grow
only plants sourced from certified
nurseries that have grown the
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plants from tissue culture.
Dividing a clump and sharing
suckers with friends and other
gardeners can potentially spread
diseases – and it is illegal.
Around 101 years ago a viral
disease called Bunchy Top was
introduced into Australia from Fiji
and by the 1920s it had wiped
out many of the large plantations
in South East Queensland. It
was eventually brought under
control in remaining commercial
plantations but it has never been
eradicated from the subtropics.
The National Bunchy Top
Project was established nearly
6 years ago in order to eliminate it
from commercial plantations with
a view to potentially eradicating it
from Australia. The project team
is now helping the gardening
community and hobby farmers
to identify, manage and destroy
infected plants. »
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Look for signs of dark green streaks up midrib
and dark dot-dash lines through the leaves.

Aphid colony close up.

